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In the last few years a new research area, called stream reasoning, emerged to bridge the gap between rea-
soning and stream processing. While current reasoning approaches are designed to work onmainly static
data, the Web is, on the other hand, extremely dynamic: information is frequently changed and updated,
and new data is continuously generated from a huge number of sources, often at high rate. In other words,
fresh information is constantly made available in the form of streams of new data and updates.
Despite somepromising investigations in the area, stream reasoning is still in its infancy, both from the
perspective of models and theories development, and from the perspective of systems and tools design
and implementation.
The aim of this paper is threefold: (i) we identify the requirements coming from different application
scenarios, and we isolate the problems they pose; (ii) we survey existing approaches and proposals in the
area of stream reasoning, highlighting their strengths and limitations; (iii) we draw a research agenda
to guide the future research and development of stream reasoning. In doing so, we also analyze related
research fields to extract algorithms, models, techniques, and solutions that could be useful in the area of
stream reasoning.
© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The Web is highly dynamic: new information is constantly
added, and existing information is continuously changed or re-
moved. Large volumes of data are produced andmade available on
theWeb by on-line newspapers, blogs, social networks, etc., not to
mention data coming from sensors for environmental monitoring,
weather forecast, traffic management, and domain specific infor-
mation, like stock prices. It has been estimated that every minute
on the Internet 600 videos are uploaded on YouTube, 168 millions
e-mails are sent, 510,000 comments are posted on Facebook and
98,000 tweets are delivered in Twitter.1
In these scenarios information changes at a very high rate, so
that we can identify a stream of data on which we are called to op-
erate with high efficiency. In the last few years, several researchers
and practitioners have proposed solutions for processing streams
of information on-the-fly, according to somepre-deployed process-
ing rules or queries [1]. This led to the development of various Data
StreamManagement Systems (DSMSs) [2] and Complex Event Pro-
cessing (CEP) systems [3,4] that effectively deal with the transient
nature of data streams, providing low delay processing even in the
presence of large volumes of input data generated at a high rate.
All these systems are based on datamodels, like for example the
well known relational model, which allow only a predefined set of
operations on streams with a fixed structure. This allows the im-
plementation of ad-hoc optimizations to improve the processing.
However, the Web provides streams of data that are extremely
heterogeneous, both at a structural and at a semantical level. For
example, a Twitter stream is radically different from a stream de-
livered fromanews channel, not only because they are storedusing
different formats, but also because they contain different types of
information.
Furthermore, the ability of operating on-the-fly on several of
these streams simultaneously would allow the implementation of
real-time services that can select, integrate, aggregate, and process
data as it becomes available, for example to provide updated an-
swers to complex queries or to detect situations of interests, to
automatically update the information provided by a web site or
application.
The Semantic Web is an extension of the current World Wide
Web, where the semantics of information is encoded in a set of
RDF statements. Currently, we are witnessing an explosion of the
availability of RDF data on the Web since both public and private
organizations have chosen this format to release their public data.2
The choice of RDF as data model, in combination with onto-
logical languages (e.g., OWL [5]), enables the implementation of
algorithms that can ‘‘reason’’ on existing data to infer new knowl-
edge. Current solutions and technologies for reasoning on RDF data
are designed to work on scenarios where changes occur at low
1 http://www.go-gulf.com/blog/60-seconds.
2 http://linkeddata.org.volumes and frequencies, and this clashes with the dynamic na-
ture of the streams on the Web.
To bridge this gap, a number of recent works propose to unify
reasoning and stream processing, giving birth to the research field
of stream reasoning. In 2009, stream reasoning was defined as an
‘‘unexplored yet high impact research area’’ [6]. After a few years
of research, despite some interesting preliminary investigations
in the field, we observe that the stream reasoning research area
remains vastly unexplored, both from a theoretical point of view
and from the perspective of systems and tools supporting it.
Contributions. In this paper, we first report some example appli-
cation areas that can benefit from stream reasoning and analyze
the requirements they pose. Then, we survey existing approaches
in this field, and show why none of them can currently represent
a complete answer to all the requirements of various application
fields. Starting from this analysis, we isolate some key challenges
that need to be addressed to offer full fledged tools for stream rea-
soning.
Finally, we elaborate a number of possible solutions to over-
come the limitations of current approaches. We analyze related
research fields to explore whether some topics or solutions, but
also algorithms, techniques, and best practices could apply to solve
open issues in stream reasoning. In doing so, we intend to illustrate
the current state of the stream reasoning research area and to sum-
marize a possible research agenda to further advance in this field.
Outline. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 introduces some example application scenarios for stream
reasoning and analyzes the requirements they pose. Section 3 re-
ports a high level introduction to the problem of stream reasoning
by describing the research fields that are related to streamprocess-
ing and reasoning. Next, Section 4 presents a survey of current pro-
posals for stream reasoning and highlights their advantages and
limitations. Section 5 extracts the open issues in our current con-
text and Section 6 presents some possible concrete solutions to
overcome these issues. Finally, Section 7 provides some conclusive
remarks.
2. Motivations for stream reasoning
This section presents some motivations for the need of stream
reasoning technologies. It is divided in three parts. In the first part,
we present different application scenarios. In the second part, we
extract some general requirements that could help identifying the
main features expected from stream reasoning. In the third part,
we briefly analyze these requirements, with particular focus on
their mutual dependencies. Some of the scenarios listed below
have already been introduced in previousworks on stream reason-
ing [6,7]. Others are relatively new: for them, the benefits of stream
reasoning technologies are discussed for the first time in this paper.
2.1. Motivating scenarios
Semantic Sensor Web. The Semantic Sensor Web (SSW) approach
aims at increasing and integrating the communication between
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tions for describing: (i) the data produced by the sensors, intro-
ducing spatial, temporal, or situation/context semantics; (ii) the
sensors and sensor networks that provide such data, to specify de-
tails like the measurement precision, battery level, owner or re-
sponsible party.
The communities that contribute to this vision are also work-
ing on defining suitable ontologies for data and sensors to enable
not only the integration of data frommultiple sensor networks and
external sources, but also to enable reasoning on such data. As an
example, a flexible representation of time based on the Time On-
tology in OWL has been proposed in [9], while the W3C Seman-
tic Sensor Network Incubator Group [10] developed an ontology to
describe sensors and sensor networks.
Sensor data represents an ideal scenario for stream reasoning
for several reasons. First, the amount of information collected
from sensors on the Web is enormous, and information is often
produced at high frequencies. Second, integrating data coming
from different sensors (and from different sensor networks) may
be necessary in many settings for deriving useful information.
Moreover, sensors provide low level data, like for example
temperature readings, and it is challenging to filter out noise and
to extract higher level findings, to guide the understanding of
complex situations and possibly planning interventions. This task
often requires reasoning on time-changing values: for example, it
may be relevant to capture the evolution of temperature and wind
over time to predict the presence of a tornado.
Some of the scenarios discussed below represent specific
application fields for the Semantic Sensor Web. For space reasons,
we focus on the domains in which the use of semantic information
has been explored in more details. Nevertheless, the requirements
identified above generally apply to almost all areas related to
sensor networks and to the Internet of Things [11].
Smart cities. Smart Cities represent a specific field where the idea
of Semantic Sensor Web can find a concrete application. The final
goal of the research in this area is to process and understand the
information relevant for the life of a city and use it to make the city
run better, faster, and cheaper [12,13].
This poses several challenges, as clearly identified by the ex-
perts in the field. First of all, it becomes necessary to deal with
significant volumes of data: currently, the sensors in the city of
Dublin produce every day about four to six GB of data about the
public transport [12], and in the future more sensors will be de-
ployed which will produce more complex data (e.g., HD cameras).
Second, data is extremely dynamic: for example, the position of
monitored vehicles can be sensed and updated every few seconds
and this demands for efficient algorithms for on-the-fly informa-
tionmanagement. In this context, the reasoning process must pro-
vide enough expressiveness to abstract high level concepts from
low level and time annotated data.
Moreover, smart cities require the integration of different data
types and sources: as an example, traffic information can be
retrieved from sensors, as well as from citizen navigation systems,
and from posts on social networks. In this context, it is necessary
to consider the veracity and the precision of information.
Smart grids. Smart grids [14] represent another scenario that re-
quires data monitoring and integration, situation detection, and
(partially or completely) automated decision making. The goal of
smart grids is to make current energy grids more efficient and sus-
tainable by collecting and interpreting information coming from
different stake holders, e.g., energy producers, grid operators, or
appliance manufacturers. Similar to smart cities, smart grids re-
quire integration, management of large volumes of dynamic data,
and on-the-fly analysis of time-annotated data to extract high level
knowledge and to timely provide support for decision.
Remote health monitoring. Remote health monitoring [15,16] aims
at generating automated and personalized systems for remotepatient monitoring. In particular, these systems focus on collect-
ing information from multiple sources (e.g., sensors for monitor-
ing the heart rate or blood pressure), applying a reasoning step to
understand the context or situation of the patient and to guide the
decisionmaking process. Also in this context, one of themain chal-
lenges is the integration of data frommultiple sources: e.g., it may
be useful to know the current activity of the patient to understand
if the measured heart rate is too high.
Nanopublications. Nanopublications [17,18] represent a new and
vastly unexplored field of research. They have been proposed as
a way to represent the key findings of scientific research and
publications, usingmodels and languages that allowamore refined
representation of the meaning of the data. In this way the data
can be understood and processed more efficiently by computers,
enabling automatic detection of inconsistencies, classification of
existing literature, and analysis of provenance.
Differently from the previous scenarios, nanopublications do
not (currently) introduce strict real-time constraints. However, in
this domain there is a significant amount of backgroundknowledge
that can be used to guide the validation of new information
published on the Web, for example on Wikipedia or on blogs of
experts. Moreover, nanopublications can facilitate the integration
of scientific and experimental data so that they can be exploited to
guide and support the process of discovering new findings.
Drug discovery. Drug discovery represents a concrete field of re-
search in which semantic data is being used for guiding the dis-
covery process. For example, this has been investigated in the
Open PHACTS project [19,20], which aims at reducing the commu-
nication barriers between different universities and companies by
providing tools and services for integrating their data. While drug
discovery does not introduce strict real-time constraints, efficiency
remains a key requirement. Drug Discovery tests are usually con-
ducted by multiple parties with high costs. Because of this, it is
important to know as soon as possible whenever a part of drug
discovery test has failed in order to stop or adapt other tests and
preserve further costs.
Abstracting and reasoning over ship trajectories. Another field in
which the use of complex reasoning over time-annotated data
has been investigated is Maritime Safety and Security [21], where
sensor data from ships is combined with external data to derive
newknowledge. This scenario uses temporal relations andpatterns
of changes to extract higher level knowledge from low level data
collected from sensors.
In this context, it is particularly important to define methods
that can correctly handle the uncertainty that comes from the in-
put. Uncertainty is inevitably linked to sensor data and may ap-
pear in different forms, from incorrect measurements to data loss,
and it is particularly important in this scenario since the communi-
cation often takes place over unreliable channels. Complex forms
of modeling, which involve advanced analysis of time annotated
data received from ships,may help to infer correct knowledge even
in presence of temporary data loss. Similarly, the integration with
other sources of information may enable to re-construct missing
data and to validate measurements coming from the sensors.
Currently, reasoning over ship trajectories has only been per-
formed on historical data, analyzing the time-annotated data re-
ceived from sensors after it has been collected and stored. Moving
to on-the-fly processing of data as it is generated would allow for
immediate detection (and possibly reaction) of anomalies such as,
for example, pirate attacks or engine failures.
Analysis of social media andmobile applications. The advent of social
networks, blogs, mobile services and applications provides large
volumes of data that can be seen as ‘‘sensors’’ of people moods,
interests, relations, etc. Semantic analysis of social media [22,23]
extends traditional analysis based on graphs enriching the con-
nections between people and concepts with semantic annotations.
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den relations between people and concepts. In this scenario, it
is interesting to detect not only the current situation or context,
but also the historical evolution of relations over time. This prob-
lem calls for mechanisms and techniques that can reason over
time-changing relations, and can compare the current information
with historical data. Finally, extracting knowledge from social me-
dia and mobile applications presents additional complexity due to
noise, possible inconsistencies and ambiguous representation of
the data.
Some experiments on the use of socialmedia analysis have been
reported in [24],where the authors focus on the processing of posts
to Twitter to extract new information (e.g., how the mood changes
during the day, which are the trending topics) during some large-
scale events (London Olympic Games 2012 and Milano Design
Week 2013).
2.2. Requirements of the use cases
From the analysis of the previous scenarios, we can extract
some common aspects, which can be translated into requirements
demanded to stream reasoning tools. In this section, we describe
them and highlight the main challenges that they introduce.
Table 1 summarizes the requirements and shows their connection
with the application scenarios.
Integration. In all the scenarios we analyzed, the integration of in-
formation that comes from multiple sources represents a key re-
quirement. This motivates the usage of data models like RDF that
allow semantic integration. Data integration poses both conceptual
and technical challenges. The firsts are related with issues such as
data provenance and trust, while the seconds with other aspects
such as the management and combination of multiple data format
in a single system. Moreover, all the scenarios might require the
integration of the data coming from the stream with some back-
ground knowledge that describes the application domain. For ex-
ample, the remote health monitoring use case requires that the
streaming data collected from the patients is combined with other
background knowledge about symptoms and diseases. This inte-
gration is challenging, since retrieving and analyzing large volumes
of background data during stream processing can be particularly
expensive with current technologies.
Time management. Time plays a central role in almost all the sce-
narios that we considered. This demands for a suitable data model
where data items can be annotated with their time of occurrence
and validity, and where it is possible to express data changes.
Moreover, the management of time often requires a novel process-
ing model, where the time relations between data items become
first class objects. For instance, in the smart cities scenario, it is nec-
essary to look at the time series of vehicles positions to predict and
prevent traffic jams. Similarly, in the context of social media anal-
ysis, new knowledge can be derived from the dynamic evolution
of people relations. Introducing processing abstractions for time-
annotated and dynamic data does not only represent a theoretical
challenge, but also introduces engineering issues that are related
to an efficient implementation of such abstractions.
Distribution. Many of the previous scenarios acquire the input data
from sources that are geographically distributed. This introduces
significant challenges in terms of synchronization, out-of-order ar-
rival of information, and communication loss. These issues become
even more relevant in presence of a processing model where time
and timing relations represent key concepts.Moreover, in presence
of large volumes of data or resource-constrained devices, commu-
nication can easily become a performance bottleneck. To alleviate
this problem, distributed processing may become necessary. For ex-
ample, filtering irrelevant information at its sourcemay reduce the
communication overhead in sensor networks.Big data management. All scenarios require processing of large
amounts of data. On the one hand, this is due to the integration
of multiple sources, and from the analysis of rich background data.
On the other hand, inmost scenarios, new information is produced
at high rate. Consider for example the Smart Cities scenario, where
reasoning may take into account the position of cars, their speed,
information coming from fixed sensors on the road, data from traf-
fic applications, etc., which are continuously changing over time.
This introduces significant challenges in terms of data processing,
communication, storage and retrieval, but also selection, filtering
of irrelevant information, and veracity.
Efficiency. The requirement for processing efficiency is strictly
related with the big data management. On the one hand, most of
the scenarios demand for a high processing throughput, to cope
with the large amount of data that is being produced. Furthermore,
some scenarios also demand for low latency processing, to timely
generate new results. For example, in the case of Semantic Cities,
car accidents or traffic anomalies need to be promptly detected and
communicated, enabling counter actions.
Expressivity. All scenarios target at deriving high level knowledge
from large volumes of low level information. Defining a suitable
processing model is probably one of the main challenges that the
research on stream reasoning needs to face.
In Section 6 we describe this issue in more detail. Here, we rec-
ognize three main requirements for a suitable processing model.
First of all, all scenarios involve some form of reasoning, which
must be supported by the processing model. Secondly, since most
scenarios need to capture the dynamicity of the data over time, it
is required that the processingmodel offers abstractions and oper-
ators for dealing with time-changing data.
Finally, extracting high level knowledge often requires opera-
tors for data computation and transformation, which must be sup-
ported by the processing model. For example, the aggregation of
readings from multiple sources is often used in sensor networks
to compute the average temperature in a certain monitored area,
while computation of users statistics could be relevant in social
media and mobile applications analysis.
In Section 6we describe this issue inmore details. Here, we rec-
ognize three main requirements for a suitable processing model.
First of all, all scenarios involve some form of reasoning. Sec-
ond, since most scenarios need to capture the dynamicity of the
data over time, it is required that the processing model offers
abstractions and operators for dealing with time-changing data.
Third, extracting high level knowledge often requires operators for
data computation and transformation. For example, aggregation of
readings from multiple sources is often used in sensor networks,
e.g., to compute the average temperature in a certain monitored
area, while computation of users statistics could be relevant in so-
cial media and mobile applications analysis.
Uncertaintymanagement. A key requirement identified inmany ap-
plication scenarios is the management of the uncertainty associ-
ated to data. Uncertainty can appear at different levels: datamaybe
imprecise or missing (e.g., imprecise measurements or data loss in
sensor networks), contradictory (e.g., in the scenario of nanopubli-
cations, where different papers can introduce contradictory state-
ments), noisy or unstructured (e.g., in social media analysis data
is extracted from the content of users publications). This demands
for a suitable model that takes into account the different sources
of uncertainty, and considers them during the computation.
Historical data management. Beside processing streaming data,
most applications need to manage historical data, i.e., time-
annotated information about previous states of the environment
under analysis (for example, the history of temperature readings
from a certain area). In particular, they need to store historical data
and make it available for query and retrieval. This can be used, for
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vious and current information to detect anomalies. The latter is
particularly challenging, since it requires to access and analyze po-
tentially large amounts of historical data on-line, during the pro-
cessing of the streaming data.
Quality of service. Despite the commonalities identified above, ev-
ery application scenario presents its own requirements. Stream
reasoning systems need to provide enough flexibility to satisfy het-
erogeneous needs through explicit Quality of Service policies. As
an example, dropping some information to reduce the computa-
tion and hence returns results with lower delay may be accept-
able in some scenarios, and perhaps even desirable, while in other
scenarios incomplete information may be inadmissible. Different
application fields demand for different ontologies and reasoning
complexity and processing tools should provide flexible mecha-
nisms to easily adapt their behavior to different requirements.
2.3. Analysis of requirements
The scenarios proposed in Section 2.1 are rather heterogeneous.
Because of this, the requirements identified in Section 2.2 are
not equally relevant for all of them. For example, efficiency is of
primary importance in sensor applications, which demand for on-
the-fly evaluation of the input. Conversely, nanopublications and
social media analysis do not impose strict real-time requirements.
We observed that all the application fields demand for some
form of reasoning. However, the complexity of the reasoning
task may vary significantly from application to application. It
remains an open question to identify the reasoning capabilities and
expressiveness required in each scenario.
Similar arguments hold for data management: different appli-
cations deal with different volumes and different update rates and
stream reasoning technologies are called to be applied in this large
space of problems and scenarios. Because of the trade-offs dis-
cussed above, it is unknown whether it is possible (or beneficial)
to develop a single solution to satisfy all of them, or if different de-
signmodels, algorithms, and implementations are needed to target
specific parts of this space. We will come back to this issue in Sec-
tion 6, after presenting current solutions in the area and discussing
future research directions.
3. Survey: background
This section introduces the research areas strictly related to
stream reasoning, presenting state of the art systems for stream
processing (Section 3.1), reasoning (Section 3.2), and other related
work (Section 3.3).
3.1. Stream processing
To present stream processing systems, we refer to established
models from the literature [25,26,1]. Fig. 1 shows the general archi-
tecture of stream processing systems. They are designed to process
streams of data, generated by a number of sources to timely pro-
duce new results for the interested consumers. The computation is
defined in terms of a set of rules, or queries, which are defined by
the user and deployed into the system.
Streamprocessing systems reverse the interactionmodel of tra-
ditional DBMSs. DBMSs store data and allow consumers to submit
one-time queries to retrieve it. Conversely, stream processing sys-
tems allow consumers to submit rules that are continuously evalu-
ated to produce new results as new input data is received. The data
items present in the streamare usually annotatedwith timestamps
that indicate timing or ordering relations. In some systems, these
annotations are used to identify time patterns, like sequences or
repetitions of specific elements.Fig. 1. Abstract model of stream processing systems.
As shown in Fig. 1, stream processing systems organize the
computation into a graph of primitive operators. Depending on the
actual implementation, these operators can be physically deployed
on a single node, or on multiple connected nodes. The main focus
of stream processing system is to support large volumes of input
data produced at high rate, and to offer fast response time to the
consumers.
Existing stream processing systems differ from each other on
a wide range of aspects, including the data model used to specify
the input, the language used to define processing rules, and the
processing techniques adopted. In this section, we adopt the same
classification criterion used in [1], and divide these systems into
two classes: Data Stream Management Systems (DSMSs), which
have been developed by the database community and Complex
Event Processing (CEP) systems, which have been developed by the
community working on event based systems.
3.1.1. Data Stream Management Systems
Data Stream Management Systems [2] inherit their data and
query model from traditional DBMSs. Indeed, despite several sys-
temshave beenproposed [27–30], almost all of them follow the de-
sign line of the pioneer Stream system [31]. In these system, data is
represented using the relational model, and queries are expressed
with declarative languages that are derived from SQL. Such lan-
guages includewindows to isolate portions of the (unbound) input
streams and to convert them into relational tables. For example,
windows are commonly used to select only the most recent ele-
ments in a stream, based on their number (count-based windows),
or on their associated timestamp (time-based windows). After win-
dowing, the input data is processed using relational operators, and
the output is converted again into a stream using specific opera-
tors called relation-to-stream operators. Consumers can decide to
stream the complete results of the last evaluation (snapshot seman-
tics) or only the differences with respect to the previous evaluation
(incremental semantics).
As an example, consider the query below, expressed in the
CQL [32] language adopted by the Stream [31] system.
Select IStream(*)
From S1 [Rows 5], S2 [Range 10 sec]
Where S1.A = S2.A
This query considers two streams S1 and S2. First, it uses win-
dows operators to isolate the portions of the stream to be evalu-
ated during processing. It considers a count-based window for S1,
which always includes the last 5 items, and a time-based window
for S2, which includes all the information items received in the last
10 s. Then, the query uses the relational operator join to join to-
gether all the items in S1 and S2 that share the same value of A.
Finally, the IStream operator outputs new results generated dur-
ing the last evaluation (incremental semantics) into a new stream.
The main advantage of DSMSs consists in the usage of the well
known and widely adopted relational model for representing and
processing the data. However, this comes at a cost: processing is
only allowed inside the portions of input streams identified by
windows. This makes it difficult to express and capture complex
temporal patterns over the input streams.
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Complex Event Processing (CEP) systems take a different ap-
proach than DSMSs. Input data items represent timestamped
notifications of event occurrences, often encoded as records of
key–value pairs. For example, an event notification may represent
a temperature reading from a sensor at a specific instant of time,
and it can include values like the actual temperature, the position
of the sensor, or the status of its battery. Events observed from the
external environment are called primitive events. Processing rules
define the occurrence of higher level composite events as (tempo-
ral) patterns of primitive ones. In other words, processing rules de-
fine rewriting policies that translate patterns of input events into
one or more output events.
As an example, consider the rule below, expressed in the
TESLA [33] language, used by the T-Rex [34] CEP system.
define Fire(area: string, measuredTemp: double)
from Smoke(area=$a) and
last Temp(area=$a and value>45)
within 5 min. from Smoke
where area=Smoke.area and measuredTemp=Temp.value
This rule defines the composite event Fire. More in particu-
lar, the rule defines a pattern including a sequence of two primi-
tive events: Temp and then Smoke. It also includes constraints on
the content of primitive events (they have to come from the same
area, as expressed by the parameter $a and Tempmust include an
attribute value which is greater than 45), and on the occurrence
time of events (Temp and Smoke must occur within 5 min from
each other).
If we compare DSMSs with CEP systems, we notice that the for-
mer, as evolution of traditional DBMSs, are designed to reorganize
and retrieve data. Their main processing building blocks are the
relational operators, which enable rules to transform (select, filter,
join, etc.) static and streaming input it into newoutput. Conversely,
CEP systems were designed to deal with the specific problem of
defining new (higher level) events or situations starting from the
primitive events (raw data) observed. For this reason, CEP lan-
guages rely on explicit operators for the definition of (temporal)
patterns, like conjunction, disjunction, sequences, and repetitions
of event notifications. The aim of a CEP system is to detect occur-
rences of composite events starting from the definitions provided
in rules.
Several CEP systems have been developed in the last few
years [35,36,34,37–41]. One of the main goals of these systems is
to execute the rules efficiently; accordingly, most of them trade
expressiveness for response time.
3.2. Reasoning
The SemanticWeb is a recent research area that studies howwe
can inject ‘‘meaning’’ (or better semantics) in the data that is avail-
able on the Web, so that machines can process it more efficiently.
For example, machines could process semantically-enriched data
to infer new implicit information, or detect inconsistencies that are
not immediately visible in the input. To this end, theW3Corganiza-
tion has released a number of specifications to define data models
or ontology languages to represent the data. Themost notables are
RDF [42], and OWL [5], which are nowadays the common denom-
inator for most of the research in the area.
A combined usage of RDF and OWL (or others like RDFS [43]
or the Horst fragment [44]) enables the representation of seman-
tically enriched data that can be used by applications to infer im-
plicit knowledge. This inference process is commonly referred to
as reasoning. Reasoning can be performed for several purposes. For
example, it can be used to execute automatic consistency checking
when integratingmultiple sources of knowledge, or to classify new
information, or enrich query answers with new knowledge.Fig. 2. Abstract model of reasoning systems.
If compared to the processing performed by stream processing
systems, reasoning ismore computationally expensive. Depending
from the complexity of the ontology language adopted, reasoning
can even become undecidable. To alleviate these problems, the
W3C has defined several profiles [45] of OWL that reduce the
complexity of reasoning making it more tractable and scalable to
large amount of input information.
Severalworks have tried to scale the reasoningprocess on larger
inputs using a variety of computer architectures, like clusters [46],
supercomputers [47], GPUs [48], or using state of the art database
engines [49,50]. Despite these efforts, reasoning remains a com-
plex task. Because of this, it has been applied to static data that is
assumed not to change, or to change very infrequently over time.
Fig. 2 shows the abstract architecture of a reasoning system: rea-
soning is applied to a static knowledge base, to derive implicit in-
formation. Consumers can interact with such knowledge base by
issuing one-timequeries, usually expressed in the SPARQL [51] lan-
guage.
3.3. Related work
While stream reasoning mainly inherits concepts and tech-
niques from the two aforementioned fields of stream processing
and reasoning, there are other related research areas that can con-
tribute to its development. We briefly describe them below.
Active database systems. Traditional DBMSs are completely passive.
They return data only when explicitly queried by the consumers.
Active database systems [52] overcome this limitation by imple-
menting reactive mechanisms. In particular, they enable the con-
sumers to install Event Condition Action (ECA) rules, which specify
actions to be performedwhenever an event is observed and certain
conditions aremet. Usually, such reactivemechanisms are adopted
to perform consistency check on the internal state of the database.
For example, they are used to express actions to be performed in
case some consistency constraints are violated. Interestingly, some
works in the area of active DBMSs proposed more expressive for-
malisms than ECA rules, which can support the detection of com-
plex (temporal) patterns [53].
Temporal database systems. Temporal database systems [54] have
been proposed to store and query data that involves time. In
particular, data items have usually an associated validity time,
which specify the period of time inwhich they are valid. This allows
the update of the information stored in the database over time and
to store historical data.
Rule-based systems. Rule-based systems [55] target atmanipulating
information based on derivation rules. They are strictly connected
with reasoning and event processing systems. Indeed, rule-based
processing is the underlying mechanism adopted in many reason-
ing tools.Moreover, a few languages based onderivation rules have
been proposed in the domain of CEP [56,57].
Deductive database systems. Deductive database systems [58]
combine logic, rule-based programming with relational database
making it possible to derive implicit knowledge from explicit in-
formation stored in the database. In deductive databases, rules are
usually expressed in Datalog [59], a subset of Prolog that targets at
enabling efficient evaluation over large databases.
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Classification of existing solutions.
System Continuous
queries
Background
data
Time model Reasoning Temporal
operators
Data
transfor.
Uncertainty
manag.
Historical
data
Quality
of
service
Parallel/distributed
processing
C-SPARQL [60,61] ✓(periodic) ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
Not
implemented
✓
IMaRS [62,63] ✓(periodic) ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
Transitive
property
✓
TrOWL [64,65] ✓ ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
OWL2 DL—synt.
approx.
Inductive stream
reasoning [66]
✓ ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
RDFS/OWL2 RL
(discussed, not
implemented)
✓
C-SPARQL on
S4 [67]
✓ Single
TS/occurrence
RDFS subset ✓ ✓
CQELS [68] ✓ ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
✓ ✓
Streaming-
SPARQL [69]
✓ ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
Streaming
Knowledge
Bases [70]
✓ ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
RDFS/OWL2
subset
Sparkwave [71] ✓ ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
RDFS subset
EP-SPARQL [72] ✓ ✓ Interval/occurrence RDFS subset ✓ ✓ ✓
Answer set
programming [73]
✓ ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
ASP reasoning ✓ ✓
TA-SPARQL [74] ✓ Single
TS/occurrence
✓ ✓
Time RDF [75] ✓ Various/occurrence ✓ ✓4. Survey: systems review
This section reviews existing contributions in the area of stream
reasoning. First, we present in Section 4.1 the classification criteria
that we adopted. Then, we analyze in Section 4.2 each system in
detail.
4.1. Classification criteria
While analyzing existing work, we mainly focused on the key
properties thatwederived from the analysis of application require-
ments in Section 2.
• Continuous queries. This criterion defines whether the system
supports continuous queries, i.e., queries that are registered and
produce new or updated results as new input data becomes
available. We distinguish between systems that enable query
evaluation to be synchronized with the arrival of new infor-
mation and systems that only enable periodic evaluation of
queries with a predefined frequency. This property is funda-
mental to support streaming information and on-line process-
ing, thus satisfying the requirement for integration of streaming
and background data.
• Background data. Defines whether the system can consider
background data during processing, i.e., non time-annotated in-
formation about the domain of analysis. Like the previous prop-
erty, also this one is necessary to satisfy the requirement for
integration of streaming and background data.
• Time model. Defines how the system annotates the data with
temporal information (e.g., using a single timestamp, defining
a point in time, or multiple timestamps, defining intervals of
time) and which is the semantics of this information (e.g., time
of occurrence, time of validity). This property maps to the re-
quirement for time management.
• Reasoning. Defines whether the system can perform reasoning
over both streaming information and background data. When-
ever possible,we specify the kind of reasoning that is supported.
This property maps to the requirement for expressivity.• Temporal operators. Defines whether the system offers explicit
operators for capturing the dynamicity and evolution of infor-
mation over time, e.g., for detecting time series or sequences.
This propertymaps to the requirements for expressivity and time
management.
• Data transformation. Defines whether the system offers pro-
cessing abstractions for manipulating the input information,
e.g., operators for aggregation. This property maps to the re-
quirement for expressivity.
• Uncertainty management. Defines whether the system supports
modeling, evaluation, and propagation of uncertainty.
• Historical data. Defines whether the system supports storage
and retrieval of time-annotated historical data.
• Quality of service. Defines whether the system enables con-
sumers to define QoS policies for processing.
• Parallel/distributed processing. Defines whether the system of-
fers support for parallel and distributed processing to improve
scalability or response time. This property maps to the require-
ments for big data management, distribution, and efficiency.
Notice that Table 2 does not include any indication of the level
of performance and scalability of the systems under analysis. In-
deed, as recognized in the literature [76–79], a precise evaluation
and comparison of existing systems is extremely complex. Never-
theless, whenever possible, we will present and discuss existing
case studies, applications, and assessments of the performance of
the systems.
4.2. Analysis of existing systems
Table 2 summarizes our analysis of existing systems and shows
their relations with the aforementioned classification criteria. We
organize our presentation into three main classes.
First, we consider semantic stream processing systems: we in-
clude in this class all the systems that inherit the processingmodel
of DSMSs, but consider semantically annotated input, namely RDF
triples, and define continuous queries by extending SPARQL.
Then, we consider semantic event processing systems: these are
systems that pose their roots in a processing paradigm that ismore
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pattern detection as the main building blocks for computation.
Third, we consider systems for time-aware reasoning. They pro-
vide abstractions for reasoning on time annotated data, but still
lack stream processing capabilities.
Finally, we also include an additional section for existing sur-
veys and vision papers on stream reasoning and connected topics.
4.2.1. Semantic stream processing
C-SPARQL. C-SPARQL (Continuous SPARQL) [60,61,80] is among the
first contributions in the area of stream reasoning and is often
cited as a reference in the field. It is a new language for continuous
queries over streams of RDF datawith the declared goal of bridging
the gap between the world of stream processing systems, and in
particular DSMSs, and SPARQL.
The distinguishing features of C-SPARQL are (i) the support for
timestamped RDF triples, (ii) the support for continuous queries
over streams, and (iii) the definition of ad-hoc, explicit operators
for performing data aggregation, which is seen as a feature of
primary importance for streaming applications.3 The results of C-
SPARQL queries are continuously updated as new (streaming) data
enters the system.
When evaluating a query, C-SPARQL can process (and combine
together) both background data stores and streams. It borrows the
concept of windows from DSMSs to capture the portions of each
stream that are relevant for processing. In C-SPARQL, a window al-
ways selects themost recent items froma stream, and can be either
count-based (selecting a fixed number of elements) or time-based
(selecting a variable number of elements which occur during a
given time interval). Consumers can specify additional policies for
the advancement of windows: they can be sliding (i.e., they move
every time a new element is received from the stream) or tum-
bling (i.e., they always include new information elements, ensuring
that every element is considered at most once during processing).
Query evaluation is performed as in traditional SPARQL, but con-
sidering only the data that is present in the current windows. It
is worth noting that in C-SPARQL each query has a pre-defined
and fixed evaluation frequency, which can specified by the con-
sumers. As a consequence, query evaluations are decoupled from
the arrival of new data from the stream. This decoupling has been
identified as a significant limitation of the processing model of
C-SPARQL [77]. Since its evaluationmodel is directly inherited from
DSMSs, C-SPARQL does not include any explicit operator to cap-
ture temporal patterns over input elements. Although C-SPARQL
allows to define queries that consider time by directly accessing
the timestamp of each information item, this is possible only in-
side the boundaries of windows.
An execution engine for C-SPARQL has been implemented as a
framework that combines existing RDF repositories (e.g., Sesame
[81]) and DSMSs (e.g., Stream [31]). Although the proposed pro-
cessing model enables reasoning on streaming data, this is cur-
rently not supported in the execution engine. As observed in the
literature [68], the lack of deep integration reduces the possibili-
ties for optimization and for parallelization and distribution.
The authors present C-SPARQL through a Urban Computing use
case, which exploits information coming from sensors and from
mobile phone applications to extract and present new knowledge.
In [82], they reference a comprehensive list of requirements for
information processing in Urban Computing.
The evaluation of the existing execution engine is currently
provided for a limited number of queries and addresses relatively
3 Ad-hoc aggregates were abandoned after the introduction of SPARQL 1.1
aggregates.small scale scenarios, with up to 100,000 triples in static stores and
windows, showing processing times that are in the order of tens
of milliseconds. These results are controversial. A recent analysis
on the performance of existing stream reasoning systems [77]
emphasizes some limitations of the C-SPARQL execution engine,
measuring low execution throughput (often below one execution
per second) and scalability, both in terms of input size and in terms
of number of queries.
IMaRS. The authors of C-SPARQL provided another contribution
to the area of stream processing in [62,63], by presenting an
algorithm formaintaining thematerialization of ontological entail-
ment in the presence of streaming information, IMaRS (Incremen-
tal Materialization for RDF Streams). While incremental reasoning
was already explored in the literature [83,84], IMaRS represents a
novelty. It relies on the streaming nature of the input and on the
specific data and processing models of C-SPARQL to compute the
expiration time of streaming RDF triples based on the windows of
deployed queries.
By annotating each RDF triple with its expiration time, IMaRS
reduces the amount of computation that needs to be performed to
update the results of reasoning. The algorithm selectively identifies
and drops expired statements, and computes newmaterializations
in an incremental way, exploiting the previous results that are still
valid.
Although very interesting, IMaRS relies on the strong assump-
tion that the expiration time of each triple can be pre-computed,
which limits its applicability. For example, this assumption is not
longer valid in presence of count-based windows, where the expi-
ration time of triples depends on the frequency of arrival of new
triples.
The proposed approach was presented through a Urban
Computing use case. An empirical evaluation was conducted using
the transitive property on a small dataset (the precise size was
not specified, but all the information could fit into 2 GB of main
memory). Under this setting, IMaRS brings significant advantages
when the percentage of the background knowledge that changes is
relatively small, while its costs overcome the benefits when more
than 13% of the background knowledge changes. This is due to the
overhead of computing the expiration times of incoming triples
and annotating them.
TrOWL. TrOWL [64,65] is another tool for incremental reasoning.
Compared to IMaRS, TrOWL presents two main distinctive fea-
tures: (i) it offers support to more complex ontology languages,
covering the expressive power of OWL2-DL; (ii) it does not rely
on fixed time windows to predict the expiration time of streaming
information. The main idea behind TrOWL is the use of syntactic
approximation to reduce reasoning complexity. Syntactic approxi-
mation ensures that all derived knowledge is correct, i.e., it ensures
soundness, but not completeness of reasoning.
To simplify retraction of information, TrOWL keeps traceability
relations between deriving facts and derived facts. The authors
provide experimental evidence of the benefits of their approach
while modifying increasing portions of the knowledge base. They
use the Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) ontology [85], which
provides automatic generation of ontologies about universities.
In particular, it enables to control the size of the ontology by
manipulating some parameters, e.g., the number of universities
and the number of departments they include. The authors perform
their experiments in a small scenario, considering one university
with 15 departments (about 100,000 triples).
Unfortunately, it is hard to compare the results of TrOWL with
IMaRS. The authors of TrOWL consider updates from 20% to 80% of
the ontology and measure a processing time that varies from 20%
to 70% with respect to the naive approach of recomputing all the
derivations. On the other hand, IMaRS focuses on smaller updates
(up to 20% of the ontology), presenting large advantages when less
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naive approach soon after.
Inductive stream reasoning. An additional and noteworthy exten-
sion to the C-SPARQLmodel is presented in [66], where the authors
focus on inductive stream reasoning, which consists in mining of
large portions of data, and applying statistical and machine learn-
ing techniques to extract new knowledge.
The authors propose to combine inductive with deductive rea-
soning to increase accuracy. The technique has been applied and
validated on a real scenario deriving from social media analy-
sis [86], showing the accuracy of the reasoning algorithm in this
context. The authors also present someperformance results, show-
ing that the proposed approach exhibits low processing delays
(constantly below 10 ms) which outperforms traditional SPARQL
query engines. The experiments are conducted on a small scale sce-
nario, where evaluation windows include at most 2500 triples.
C-SPARQL on S4. In [67], the authors implement partial RDFS rea-
soning and part of the C-SPARQL query language on the S4 stream-
ing platform, which enables to split the processing load over
multiple machines to increase the overall system throughput.
More in particular, the authors implement operators for triple
selection, filtering, join, projection, and aggregation. To improve
the parallelization, the authors only consider time-basedwindows,
while they do not implement count-based windows. Indeed, for a
time-based windoww, it is possible to evaluate whether a triple is
included inw in a distributed way, without collecting all the input
triples in a single processing node.
The solution has been tested on up to 32 nodes, using the Berlin
SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) [87]. Some preliminary results are pre-
sented, exploiting four queries with different level of complexity,
ranging from a simple passthrough query (selecting every triple in
input) to more complex queries requiring multiple joins. In this
setting, the authors measure an input throughput of more than
150,000 triples per second when no reasoning is considered, and
of more than 60,000 triples per second with RDFS reasoning. Most
significantly, the performance scales linearly when moving from
one to eight processing nodes, but the advantages decrease with
more nodes.
CQELS. In [68], the authors propose a new language, CQELS, and an
accompanying query engine for combining static and streaming
linked data [88,89]. Similar to C-SPARQL, CQELS adopts the pro-
cessing model of DSMSs, providing windowing and relational op-
erators togetherwith ad-hoc operators for generating new streams
from the computed results. Differently from C-SPARQL, CQELS of-
fers a processing model in which query evaluation is not periodic,
but triggered by the arrival of new triples.
The distinctive difference of this solution with respect to C-
SPARQL is in the processing engine, which strictly integrates the
evaluation of background and streaming data, without delegating
them to external components. Thismakes it possible to apply query
rewriting techniques and optimizations well studied in the field of
relational databases.
The authors present a detailed experimental evaluation, where
they compare the engine of CQELS against C-SPARQL and EP-
SPARQL (see below). In particular, they use simulated DBLP
datasets created with the SP2Bench [90] and test the scalability
on the input size (number of triples) and on the size of the win-
dow under analysis. The measured results show the benefits of in-
tegration and query optimization, with CQELS providing execution
times that are up tomore than 1000 times lower than the other ap-
proaches. All the examples and results discussed in the paper, how-
ever, only describe query answering and do not take into account
reasoning over streaming data. Additional results have been pub-
lished in [77], with a more detailed comparison of the processing
models and performance of existing stream processing systems,showing even larger advantages of CQELS over C-SPARQL, espe-
cially in terms of scalability. However, these results are controver-
sial, since recent publications [78,79] highlights some differences
in the semantics of CQELS and C-SPARQL. According to the authors,
such differences make the performance results incomparable.
The number of studies devoted to comparing existing solutions,
together with the heterogeneous conclusions they derive, is a clear
indication of the difficulties in assessing the performance of stream
reasoning systems. We will discuss the problem in more details as
part of our research agenda in Section 6.
Recently, the authors of CQELS introduced a new implementa-
tion explicitly designed for cloud environments [91], called CQELS
cloud. CQELS cloud translates the set of continuous queries de-
ployed in the system into a network of operators. A central coordi-
nator maps operators to nodes, trying tominimize network traffic:
for instance, operators that consume the same input data are de-
ployed on the same node, if it provides enough processing re-
sources. The implementation includes algorithms for incremental
processing of complex operations, like aggregates and joins. Fur-
thermore, CQELS cloud also supports elasticity, allowing nodes to
join or leave, and re-assigning operators to nodes accordingly. The
authors evaluate CQELS cloud using different workloads and show
how the throughput of the system scales linearly with the number
of processing nodes. However, they only consider matching, join,
and aggregate operators and do not include any reasoning task.
Streaming-SPARQL. Streaming-SPARQL is another extension of
SPARQL designed for processing streams of RDF data which is pre-
sented in [69]. The main contributions of this work are theoreti-
cal. In particular, the authors mainly focus on the specification of
the semantics of Streaming-SPARQL using temporal relational al-
gebra andprovide an algorithm to automatically transformSPARQL
queries into this new extended algebra.
Unfortunately, no experimental evaluation of the approach is
provided. Although promising, the approach currently supports
only the transitive property, and has been tested on a small sce-
nario that fits in a singlemachinewith only 2 GB ofmainmemory.4
Streaming Knowledge Bases. Streaming Knowledge Bases [70] is
built on top of the TelegraphCQ [92] DSMS and provides reason-
ing using a subset of RDFS and OWL reasoning over streaming
RDF triples. The key aspect of this proposal is its ability to pre-
compute and store some inference to reduce the computational
effort, and consequently the delay, during the evaluation of the
queries. The current implementation has been tested on relatively
small datasets,with up to 60,000 resource entries. The authors plan
to handle more complex reasoning in the future.
Sparkwave. Sparkwave [71] is a system designed for high perfor-
mance on-the-fly reasoning over RDF data streams. It trades com-
plexity for performance: in particular, Sparkwave poses severe
limitations to the size of the background knowledge, which must
fit into the main memory of a single machine; moreover, it oper-
ates over a pre-loaded RDF schema and provides limited reason-
ing functionalities. Sparkwave implements a variant of the RETE
algorithm [93], in which a pre-processing phase is used to mate-
rialize derived information before performing pattern matching.
The portions of data considered during the processing are isolated
through traditional windowing mechanisms, similar to those used
by DSMSs and C-SPARQL.
The authors offer a preliminary evaluation of the approach us-
ing the Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) [87]. They consider up
to 100,000 triples in the background knowledge and consider four
queries of increasing complexity (requiring from simple selection
4 The source code, used in a case study in a sensor network scenario, is available
online at http://code.google.com/p/semanticstreams/wiki/SPARQLStream.
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throughput than C-SPARQL and CQELS (up to more than 100,000
triples per second), consuming less memory (at most 1 GB, less
than a half with respect to C-SPARQL). However, as already men-
tioned, the current version of Sparkwave introduces several lim-
itations with respect to expressiveness: it only supports graph
pattern detection and does not include neither logical operators
(disjunctions and negations), nor arithmetic operators, nor tempo-
ral operators.
4.2.2. Semantic event processing
EP-SPARQL. EP-SPARQL [72] is a unified language for event process-
ing and reasoning. To the best of our knowledge, it is currently the
only solution that inherits the language constructs and processing
model of CEP systems. Similarly to C-SPARQL, EP-SPARQL pro-
vides windowing operators (both count and time-based) for iso-
lating portions of the input streams which will be processed by
the system. However, differently from C-SPARQL the main build-
ing blocks of the EP-SPARQL language are represented by a set of
logical and temporal (sequence) operators that can be combined to
express complex patterns of information items. Another notable
difference of EP-SPARQL with respect to C-SPARQL is in the data
model and consists in the way time is associated to RDF triples.
While C-SPARQL associates one timestamp to each triple, repre-
senting a single point in time—point semantics, EP-SPARQL adopts
two timestamps, which represent the lower and upper bound of
the occurring interval—interval semantics. This reflects on output
triples, whose occurrence intervals are computed from the input
elements that contributed to their generation.
The idea is promising and makes it easy to write complex
patterns involving content and time constraints on the input RDF
triples. However, the current approach used for writing patterns
has some limitations: for example, when a pattern (e.g., a sequence
of elements with some specific characteristics) is satisfied by
different sets of elements in the input stream, consumers do not
have any operator for deciding which ones to select. This is a well
known issue in the community working on CEP, known as the lack
of customizable selection policies [1,94].
As far as implementation is concerned, EP-SPARQL queries are
translated in logic expressions in the ETALIS Language for Events
(ELE) [95] and computed at run-time using the event-based back-
ward chaining algorithmof the ETALIS [96] engine. ETALIS converts
queries to Prolog rules and evaluates them in a single thread of ex-
ecution; parallel and distributed evaluation is currently not sup-
ported.
The current evaluation of the approach is based on synthetic
workloads of relatively small scale (up to 50,000 triples). The query
processing engine evaluates both background and streaming data
in a single component, which also supports stream reasoning. In
their experiments, the authors show the benefits of their imple-
mentation by comparing it with Esper, which is awell known com-
mercial CEP engine [97]. If we look at the results, then the cost
of reasoning becomes immediately evident: even when consider-
ing a simple workload (subclass inference), reasoning introduces
a high processing latency, in the order of seconds. Additional ex-
periments, including a comparison with C-SPARQL and CQELS, are
described in [77]. According to this work, EP-SPARQL exhibits bet-
ter processing time and scalability than C-SPARQL in various situ-
ations (with speedups of up to three order of magnitude), while it
cannot achieve the same level of performance of CQELS.
As a final comment, it is worth mentioning that the authors of
EP-SPARQL explored the integration of streaming information and
historical data by implementing in ETALIS the capability to store
and retrieve time-annotated data [98].
Answer set programming. Another proposal for using logic pro-
gramming, and in particular Answer Set Programming (ASP), isdescribed in [73]. The authors propose an extension to Answer
Set Programming to deal with dynamic data. Although the authors
mention an implementation based on a ASP solver, no evaluation
is currently described for the proposed approach.
A similar approach is proposed in [99], where the authors
present the StreamRule framework, which combines an engine for
stream processing and filtering (implemented using CQELS) and a
non-monotonic rule engine for ASP. Despite some preliminary in-
vestigations, no detailed evaluation is currently available to assess
the performance of the StreamRule framework.
4.2.3. Time-aware reasoning
TA-SPARQL. TA-SPARQL (TimeAnnotated SPARQL) [74] is presented
as a semantic streammanager system explicitly conceived to store
and query time-annotated RDF data coming from sensors. The
authors first introduce an extended version of RDF, similar to the
one adopted by C-SPARQL, where resources are annotated with
timestamps. Then, they introduce the TA-SPARQL query language,
which extends SPARQL to support queries that refer to the past.
Currently, the proposed model only allows one-time queries.
Although the authors recognize the importance of continuous
queries in streaming scenarios, they do not currently support them
in their language. Themodel has been implemented in a prototype
system running on top of the Tupelo semantic content manager, as
part of a project that aims at storing and processing data coming
from NEXRAD radars [100]. Currently, no experimental evaluation
of the performance of the system is publicly available.
Temporal RDF. A similar approach is presented in [75], where the
author present an extension to RDF to capture the notion of time,
enabling reasoning over time enriched RDF data. The authors pro-
vide a semantics for temporal RDF graphs and showhow reasoning
over temporal RDF does not add extra asymptotic complexity with
respect to non-temporal RDF.
Similar approaches for including time into RDF, as well as pro-
posals for time and context-aware query languages, have been
explored in [101–107]. All these solutions lack the support for con-
tinuous queries.
4.2.4. Surveys and visions
The need for more complex forms of stream reasoning has been
identified in several papers [108,6,7]. These papers also highlight
some of the main challenges that still need to be addressed to
enable stream reasoning: provide a good model that combines
evolving data representation and real-time evaluation, including
pattern detection; extend existing reasoning algorithms to support
continuous processing, possibly through incremental evaluation;
exploit parallel and distributed computation to enable reasoning to
scale to larger amounts of data. From a theoretical viewpoint, a few
work focused on defining new logics for reasoning with streaming
time-annotated data. An extensive review and comparison of these
proposals can be found in [109].
As already mentioned while describing the systems, some re-
search efforts were devoted to investigate the methodologies for
measuring and comparing the performance of stream reasoning
systems. This includes theoretical work [76], as well as concrete
proposals for benchmarks [110,77–79] with concrete measure-
ments of existing solutions.
Finally, an interesting contribution comes from [111], a vision
paper in which the authors study stream reasoning by focusing
on the relations between the reasoning task and the existence of
ordering among information items. In particular, they investigate
how the processing algorithms are influenced by the presence of a
natural order (e.g., order of arrival, or timestamp order) and by the
request for some application-specific order (e.g., top-k reasoning).
The authors study how existing technologies support or exploit
ordering properties. In doing this, they highlight open challenges
and present possible research directions.
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In the previous two sections, we surveyed existing research ef-
forts in the area of stream reasoning and in related fields. Starting
from our analysis, and in comparison with the requirements iden-
tified in Section 2, we canmake a few important considerations on
the current state of the field.
Backgroundwork. First of all,wenotice that the solutions developed
in the areas of reasoning and stream processing cannot fully satisfy
all the requirements identified in Section 3.
Stream processing systems introduce a new interaction model,
based on continuous queries, which are installed in the system
and get repeatedly evaluated as new data is received. This enables
on-the-fly processing of streaming information. However, in most
cases, traditional stream processing engines focus on a reduced
number of operators [39,41,36] and trade expressiveness for effi-
ciency. This badly matches with the requirements for integration
and expressivity identified in Section 2.
Additionally, only some stream processing systems, mainly in
the domain of DSMSs, enable the interactionwith background data
stores, and only a few solutions offer operators to store and retrieve
historical data coming from the stream. Both the integration of
streaming and background data and the management of historical
data were identified as key requirements in Section 2.
Finally, only some systems, typically in the domain of CEP,
provide explicit operators for capturing temporal patterns over
streaming information [1,33]. Even though DSMSs allow the access
the timestamp of data items, they limit the scope of processing to
the current evaluation window [31], and this reduces the possibil-
ities for effectively managing time during processing, which was
identified as a key requirement.
At the other side of the spectrum there are reasoning systems
developed in the context of Semantic Web. The usage of semantic
annotations and ontologies favors the integration of multiple data
sources, while reasoning allows the derivation of implicit knowl-
edge from explicit information.
However, traditional reasoning systems consider information
as a set of statements, which describe the domain of interest
and do not change (or rarely change) over time. Because of this,
they cannot satisfy the requirement for integration of streaming
(dynamic) data, as identified in ourmotivating scenarios. Similarly,
they do not offer support for time management in their data and
processing model, and they do not consider historical data.
Stream reasoning. Stream reasoning systems have been developed
to combine the benefits of stream processing and reasoning.
We can extract some interesting observation starting from the
description in Section 4 and from the classification in Table 2.
First of all, almost all the systems developed in the area of
stream reasoning inherit the processing and interaction model of
DSMSs, which is based on continuous queries. In this processing
model, the streaming data is partitioned using windows and each
query evaluation is performedwithin the boundaries of the current
window.We classified themas semantic streamprocessing systems.
The only exceptions are represented by EP-SPARQL and Answer
Set Programming (classified as semantic event processing system),
in which pattern detection is used as the primary processing
mechanism. As a consequence, these are also the only proposals
to include explicit temporal operators.
This processing model makes it easy to integrate background
data about the domain of analysis. In fact, almost all the system that
we analyzed enable integration of stream and background data
during processing.
All the considered systems extend RDF with temporal anno-
tations. In most of them, time is encoded as a single timestamp,
but there are also a few cases in which time intervals have been
adopted.Since the reasoning process is computationally expensive, ex-
isting solutions implement only reduced reasoning capabilities, if
any. Some of them focus on single properties, while other consider
subsets of RDFS or OWL2 RL and incremental reasoning is applied
only under some restrictive assumptions on the adopted data and
processing models.
Despite some promising investigation (e.g., EP-SPARQL), cur-
rently no solution fully integrates both stream processing ca-
pabilities and historical data management. Some systems offer
on-the-fly processing using continuous queries. Other systems are
designed to store time-annotated data and provide operators for
querying and retrieving it. None of them, however, offer a unifying
approach for both kinds of processing.
As we observed in our analysis, existing stream processing sys-
tems have been tested and evaluated on relatively small scenar-
ios. However, the capability of managing large volumes of data
is a key requirement in many application scenarios, as identified
in Section 2. The recent research on reasoning for Semantic Web
[112,113,46] has demonstrated that some problems appear only
when increasing the scale of the problem under analysis. Accord-
ingly, validating an algorithm over small scenarios may not be suf-
ficient to demonstrate its general applicability and scalability.
Along the same line, only two systems currently implement
parallel and distributed processing. This aspect is of primary
importance, since the resources of a singlemachine are limited and
may easily become insufficient as the scale grows.
More in general, as observed in recent papers [76–79], assessing
and comparing the processing models and performance of stream
reasoning solutions is a problemper-se,which still requires further
investigations.
Interestingly, no existing system addresses the problem of
uncertainty. As previously discussed, uncertainty management
represents an important issue in streaming applications. Similarly,
no existing system currently includes customizable QoS policies.
Finally, in Section 2 we identified the management of dis-
tributed scenarios as a key requirement for stream reasoning, and
we highlighted the challenges that it introduces. These challenges,
however, have not been considered so far in existing systems. In
the following section, we start from the present analysis of open
challenges in the field to propose a research agenda for addressing
them.
6. Next steps: a research agenda
In the previous sections, we started from the analysis of
requirements for stream reasoning systems (Section 2) and from
the survey of existing systems (Sections 3 and 4), to identify the
open challenges in the area of stream reasoning (Section 5).
This section starts from these premises and presents a research
agenda with a concrete description of some steps required to drive
the design and implementation of future stream reasoning sys-
tems. We believe that future research should target both the theo-
retical foundations, algorithms, techniques, and implementation of
stream reasoning that could enable building efficient and scalable
tools. Because of this, we organize our discussion as follows. First,
we focus on system models for representing data and operations on
data (Section 6.1). Second, we consider aspects related to the sys-
tem implementation (Section 6.2). Finally, we discuss the problems
that derive from the application and evaluation of the solutions and
systems in the area of stream reasoning (Section 6.3).
In our analysis, we start from the main challenges and open
issues and we present research directions and possible solutions
proposed in related fields. Fig. 3 summarizes our research agenda,
while Table 3 showshow the topics covered by the research agenda
map to the requirements of our use-cases.
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This section focuses on themodels for representing, processing,
and retrieving information in stream reasoning systems. As men-
tioned in Section 5, the definition of suchmodels vastly remains an
open research issue.
6.1.1. Modeling data
RDF has been widely accepted as the data model for represent-
ing semantically annotated information. While it is well suited for
static knowledge, it needs to be extended to consider data that
changes over time.5 The research challenges in this context involve
the definition of a model for time and for time-changing data. Ad-
ditionally, in many application scenarios for stream reasoning, in-
formation comes with some degree of uncertainty. Understanding
and modeling such uncertainty is critical for an efficient and cor-
rect management of dynamic knowledge.
Time model. Given the importance of dynamic and time-changing
data in streaming applications, we see the definition of a suitable
model for time as one of the first andmost critical aspects for build-
ing a solid theoretical foundation for stream reasoning. Aswe show
in Table 3, a proper choice of the timemodel is necessary to satisfy
the requirements connected with the management and process-
ing of dynamic data, including the integration of streaming and
background data, themanagement of historical data, and the capa-
bility to perform reasoning on time-changing data. Moreover, the
semantics of time determines how we can approach the synchro-
nization issues that traditionally arise in distributed settings.
In the past, several models have been proposed for annotating
information with time. Most stream processing systems extend
the data model by adding a single timestamp to each data item.
As shown in Section 4, this approach is also adopted by most of
the existing proposals in the area of stream reasoning. Intuitively,
the single timestamp model is appropriate for expressing the
occurrence of events. However, when considering facts, or states in
the domain of analysis, other representations of timemay bemore
suitable. As shown in Section 4, some systems exploit an interval
based representation, where two timestamps are used, indicating
the lower and upper bounds of the interval in which a piece of
information is considered as valid.
5 An additional challenge, beyond the scope of this paper, involves the integration
with existing (static and dynamic) non-RDF data.The introduction of interval representations dates back to tem-
poral databases [54] and was adopted in stream processing so-
lutions both in the DSMSs domain [114] and in the CEP domain
[41,36]. The use of time intervals enables the definition of a rich set
of temporal relations. For example, an interval I1 can follow and in-
terval I2, start, or finish together with I2, overlap, or include I2. An
extensive study of the relations between time intervals is present
in the pioneering work of Allen [115]. As discussed in [116], dif-
ferent semantics can be provided to define the temporal relations
between time intervals (e.g., to define the immediate successor of
an item), each of them satisfying different properties (e.g., associa-
tivity).
Finally, as mentioned in Section 2, the use of an ontology for
time [9] has been proposed as part of the Semantic Sensor Web
project. This ontology defines the main concepts related with time
(e.g., time instant, interval, duration) and the main relations be-
tween these concepts (e.g., equality, overlapping, ordering). From
a theoretical viewpoint, the ontology provides the samemodel and
level of expressiveness as the interval representation described
above. However, it provides flexibility and simplifies the integra-
tion among different time notations by introducing a precise vo-
cabulary that includes dates, timezones, and temporal unit types.
Beside introducing a representation of time, the time model
needs to specify its semantics. In particular, there are two common
ways in which timestamps may be assigned to data items [117,1]:
based on the timewhen they enter the processing system, or based
on some application time (e.g., the time when they are generated).
In the former case, it is easy to evaluate time relationships, since
the processing system is guaranteed to receive items in timestamp
order. The latter case presents more difficulties, since the infor-
mation items can be received out of order due to unsynchronized
application clocks at sources [118], network latencies, non-order-
preserving or lossy communication channels. A detailed study, and
a proposal to cope with out-of-order using heartbeats is presented
in [117].
As we have seen in our analysis in Section 4, all existing
proposals in the area of stream reasoning consider an application
time in which the timestamp represents the time when a data
item is generated at its source and it is assumed that the data
enters in the processing system in timestamp order. Finding the
best timemodel for stream reasoning is an open research question.
We identify here three quality metrics that can guide the choice.
(i) Expressiveness: the timemodel should enable expressing all the
timing and ordering relations among information items required
by applications. (ii) Simplicity: the temporal model should provide
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temporal relations. (iii) Efficiency: evaluating temporal relations
should not introduce unacceptable overheads.
The importance of defining a data and time model for stream
reasoning has been recognized by various research communities.
Recently, a newW3C Community Group on RDF Stream Processing
(W3C RSP) [119] has started with the declared goal of defining
a common model for producing, transmitting, and continuously
querying RDF streams.
Historical data model. In Section 2, we identified the capability of
providing access to historical data as a requirement for stream
reasoning tools. This demands for data and storage models that
keep track of information changes and offer suitable mechanisms
for querying and retrieving older data.
Defining these models implies answering several research
questions that are strictly related to the representation of time-
annotated data: how should the validity time of information be
represented?What is the semantics of new information items? Do
they complement previous knowledge or update/invalidate (part
of) it? Is it possible to store only partial (aggregated) information
about the past? Who defines which information needs to be
preserved and how?
As discussed in Section 4, several approaches have been pro-
posed in the field of time-aware reasoning that provide answers to
some of the questions above, introducing theoretical models for
representing time changing information and reasoning about it.
Moreover, solutions for integrating stream processing with histor-
ical data have been designed in the past by the database commu-
nity, and implemented in some existing DSMSs [120,121]. Finally,
models and techniques for compressing historical data with mini-
mal information loss have been also investigated in [122].
As observed in Section 4, no existing solutions in the area of
stream reasoning integrates both management of streaming data
and flexible management of historical data. Future research in this
area should target (i) the definition of a unified model for time-
annotated data that spans both streaming and historical data, and
(ii) the specification of operators and abstractions for storing and
retrieving (portions of) the streaming data.
Uncertainty model. In Section 2, we identified the ability to deal
with uncertainty as a requirement of many application scenar-
ios. We distinguish between the uncertainty associated to input
data and the uncertainty associated to the processing step [123].
More in particular, input data can be: (i) imprecise, (ii) incomplete,
(iii) incorrect or inconsistent. For instance, in sensor networks, im-
precision may derive from the limited resolution of sensors, while
incompleteness may be caused by data loss for temporary lack of
communication or battery issues. Incorrectness or inconsistencies
are frequent in application that involve Web data. Moreover, the
processing can introduce some degree of approximation. Addition-
ally, an incomplete or inaccurate modeling of the domain of anal-
ysis can lead to produce incorrect or imprecise outputs [123].
Several ways for modeling uncertainty have been studied in
the past [124]. They include probability theory, Bayesian networks,
fuzzy logics, andmany other formalisms. The recent literature also
presents proposals in the area of streamprocessing [125–128,123].
Most of these solutions rely on an explicit encoding and rep-
resentation of uncertainty inside data items. For instance, [123]
adopts random variables to represent received information, thus
making it possible to encodemeasurements errors in sensor appli-
cations. We believe that these approaches can be complemented
with techniques developed in the area of Semantic Web and
reasoning for detecting and solving data inconsistencies [129],
thus contributing in satisfying the requirement for integration, as
shown in Table 3.
There are various metrics for evaluating a model for uncer-
tainty: beside expressiveness, flexibility, and precision, simplicityis also very relevant. End consumers may be interested in receiv-
ing some precise indication about the level of certainty associated
to the results they get. However, this should not negatively impact
the compactness and readability of information.
6.1.2. Modeling operations
After analyzing the models for data representation, we now fo-
cus on the models for representing operations on data. In partic-
ular, we focus on the models for reasoning and querying dynamic
data andpresent thesemodels together since, aswewill bettermo-
tivate in the following, we consider them as strictly integrated. Be-
cause of that, we claim that both querying and reasoning can be
combined into a single unifying processing model for stream rea-
soning.
Amodel for querying and reasoning. The query and reasoningmodels
determine the expressive power of the system and the amount
of computation it needs to perform. The query model represents
the interface for gathering information from the system, while
reasoning can be used to enrich query results.
In the domain of stream processing, DSMSs inherit their query
model from relational databases, with additional windowing con-
structs for selecting the portions of input data to consider. They
do not derive new information, but rather transform (e.g., select,
join, aggregate) input data to present it as required by the con-
sumers and they do not include any form of reasoning. As shown in
Section 4, most of the existing proposals for stream reasoning in-
herit the query model of DSMSs. Most importantly, they preserve
the traditional model of reasoning for static data, which ignores
time information associated to data. As already observed in pre-
vious work [6], this model introduces some issues related to the
semantics of processing: since a stream is observed only through
a window of a finite (and often pre-determined) size, it is possible
that the processing does not consider the entire input and there-
fore is incomplete.
On the other hand, CEP systems target at defining new, implicit,
knowledge (in the form of composite events) starting from time-
based patterns of primitive events that can be directly observed
from the external environment. Because of this, we see a signifi-
cant common ground between reasoning tools and CEP systems.
Although they move from different perspectives and adopt differ-
ent formalisms, both of themaimat extracting andpresenting new,
implicit knowledge. Reasoning tools consider static data and (po-
tentially) complex forms of reasoning that do not involve time re-
lations between facts. CEP systems consider relatively simple form
of processing (typically patternmatching) over dynamic data. Time
is treated as a first-class citizen and the time relationships between
data elements are widely considered.
For this reason, we claim that future research could investigate
the feasibility andbenefits of a unifying querymodel and semantics
that captures both worlds. Some preliminary work already goes in
the same direction [72]. Interesting areas of investigation include
the use of temporal logics, which have been proposed in the past
for reasoning over time annotated knowledge [130–133]. Tempo-
ral logics have also been used by some CEP systems to formally de-
fine the semantics of their operators [33]. A unifiedmodel based on
logicwould enable a precise definition of soundness and complete-
ness, overcoming the issues deriving from the usage of windowing
mechanisms.
Finally, as we have seen in Section 4, some proposals have
started investigating the use of inductive and/or statistical reason-
ing [66]. Introducing processing abstractions for statistical reason-
ing could enable the inference of new rules from the observed data
and potentially improve the results provided to the consumers,
and attempts to unify logical and statistical reasoning have already
been discussed in the literature [134].
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model affects almost all the features required by our use-cases.
Most importantly, it balances between the expressiveness offered
to consumers and the processing performance, efficiency, and
scalability.
Uncertainty propagation model. In Section 6.1.1, we discussed the
importance of identifying suitable models for representing uncer-
tainty. After such models have been defined, the system needs to
take into account uncertainty during the processing. This makes
the end consumers aware of the degree of certainty associated
to the results they obtain. Depending on the adopted models and
techniques, the evaluation and propagation of uncertaintymay im-
pact the performance. For instance, taking into account potential
measurement errors and incorporating them into the processing
may require using expensive statistical computation.
Efficiency in presence of uncertainty has been amain concern in
streamprocessing systems and led to the design of promising tech-
niques [125–128,123]. Finding a good balance between the advan-
tages of a model in terms of accuracy, and simplicity, and the costs
required for managing it constitutes a major area of investigation
for future research.
6.2. System implementation
Our analysis of application scenarios highlighted some key
scalability requirements for stream reasoning tools. An effective
solution for stream reasoning should be able to consider big data
(Section 6.2.1), which is dynamic and potentially updated at high
frequency (Section 6.2.2), and generated from a large number of
(geographically distributed) sources of information (Section 6.2.3).
In the following, we focus on these three aspects. For each of them,
we present a number of implementation and engineering issues
and describe mechanisms, techniques, and solutions for them that
were developed in related fields.
6.2.1. Big data
We consider two main challenges related to big data: informa-
tion management and information processing (in particular, rea-
soning in presence of big data).
Information management. This section presents the challenges re-
lated to informationmanagement, query, and retrieval in presence
of big data.
Since stream reasoning systems may need to access large vol-
umes of data during processing, it is crucial to enable fast mecha-
nisms for information retrieval to reduce the response time of the
system. To this purpose indexed data structures, as well as caching
techniques, can be properly exploited. Several optimization tech-
niques for database systems have been introduced in the literature
(e.g., size of different tables [135]) that adapt to the properties of
stored data. Furthermore, ad-hoc algorithms could analyze the pat-
terns of access to information to determinewhich data is more rel-
evant for consumers and consequently optimize its retrieval.
Other challenges arise in presence of data distributed overmul-
tiple nodes. In this situation, it becomes important to consider the
physical location of information to minimize the delay for data
retrieval. This demands for communication protocols that define
where the data is stored and how it is routed to interested recip-
ients. The research in this area may benefit from previous results
from distributed information retrieval [136], content delivery net-
works [137], and protocol for content-based communication [138].
Further investigations on the issue of processing distributed data
are reported later on, in Section 6.2.3.
Reasoning on big data. Reasoning over large volumes of data consti-
tutes a challenging task. Currently, several parallel and distributed
have been proposed in literature [112,113,46,139,47,50,140–144].Some of these techniques have shown RDFS and OWL entailment
over billions of RDF triples with a few hours of processing on clus-
ters with few dozens of machines. These works constitute a valu-
able starting point for future research, not only for their technical
merits, but also because they highlight some key issues that ap-
pear at large scale, and propose solutions or general principles for
overcoming them. For example, they investigate how to split data
overmultiplemachines, or processing cores, which data structures
to adopt, and how to better exploit the limited size of the main
memory, how to reduce the expensive communication between
processing nodes.
Future work should be able to extend these solutions and
enable reasoning over data that changes frequently. Some prelim-
inary investigations in this direction already exist [67]; they com-
plement the techniques designed for reasoning over dynamic data
presented in the following section.
6.2.2. Dynamic data
From the perspective of reasoning, dynamic data requires a con-
stant re-evaluation of inferred information. Due to the complex-
ity of such operation, techniques for incremental and approximate
reasoning have been proposed. At the same time, the presence of
continuous updates requires low delay evaluation of continuous
queries, even in presence of information bursts.
Incremental reasoning. Performing RDFS reasoning to compute the
full materialization of relatively small datasets (a few millions of
triples) may require several minutes on large clusters [112]. In
presence of frequently changing data and time constraints, it is
not possible to repeatedly apply traditional reasoning algorithms
over the entire knowledge base and this demands for incremental
techniques that only consider data that is influenced by changes.
Research in this area is of primary importance, since it aims at
reducing the gap between the frequency of changes that character-
izes many application domains and the amount of time demanded
by complex reasoning techniques. As Table 3 shows, this impacts
both expressiveness and efficiency.
The problem of updating derived information upon changes
in the knowledge base has been widely studied by the database
community in the context of view maintenance and deductive
databases. More in particular, the idea of incrementally updating
derived information has been studied since the beginning of the
1980s [145], leading to two main algorithms: DRed (Delete and
Rederive) [146], and PF (Propagate Filter) [147]. These works have
demonstrated how one of the most crucial aspects related to in-
cremental reasoning is the identification and removal of deriva-
tions that are no longer valid when information changes. Indeed,
this might require to keep track of some or all the dependencies
between explicit and derived knowledge. To this respect, both al-
gorithms share the same idea: when some information is removed,
they first compute an overestimation of the derived knowledge
that needs to be deleted, and then re-derive the information that
is still valid. Extensions to these approaches have been proposed
in the last few years [83]. A parallel and distributed implemen-
tation based on these algorithms has been recently proposed and
evaluated on a subset of the RDFS entailment [148], even though
it does not consider time annotated data. Furthermore, there exist
solutions based on very specific languages and restricting assump-
tions. This is the case for the technique developed for C-SPARQL
queries [62]: it targets the reasoning performed to enrich query
results and exploits some intrinsic properties of (a subset of)
C-SPARQL to simplify the processing.
A precise analysis of the features and operators used for rea-
soning could help understanding their complexity, thus making
it easier to decide what type of reasoning is compatible with the
processing of streams. One possible way to reduce the cost of rea-
soning over streams is to limit amount of knowledge that is being
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of all possible derivations can be desirable, different approaches
may be better suited for streaming applications. We identify the
analysis of the best balance between pre-computation (and main-
tenance) of the derived information, and on-demand computation
as another key topic that should drive the research in the area.
Approximate reasoning. Evenwith efficient incremental algorithms,
reasoning may still be too expensive to be performed on-the-fly
on streaming data but it may be acceptable in some contexts to
trade completeness or precision of reasoning for response time. As
shown in Table 3, this targets the requirement for a user-defined
quality of service.
Solutions for approximate reasoning have been proposed in the
literature [149], and also adapted to streaming scenarios [64,65].
Nevertheless, approximate reasoning vastly remains an open prob-
lem. In this context, we foresee two research directions: (i) perfor-
mance improvement of existing solutions, and (ii) cost prediction,
to model the computational costs connected to a certain reasoning
task, to decide whether approximate methods should be applied.
Efficient query evaluation. Stream reasoning systemsneed to update
the answers to continuous queries as new information is received.
Dealing with high frequency streams of data is challenging, since
it introduces some hard constraints on the processing time. More
in particular, we identified in Section 2 two requirements for ef-
ficiency: high throughput and low response latency. On the one
hand, high throughput enables the system to scale on the amount
of input data that it can handle in a given period of time. On the
other hand, low response latency enables the generation of results
in a timely way, which may be critical in some application scenar-
ios (e.g., emergency management).
Both metrics require efficient evaluation of input information.
This has been widely investigated in stream processing systems
[37,34,41,36], proposing techniques for rewriting the deployed
queries to optimize their execution. These solutions focused on
re-defining the structure of single queries, but also on sharing op-
erators betweenmultiple queries, as proposed in the field ofmulti-
query optimization [150].
Other works investigated the benefits of parallel processing to
reduce response time using not only multi-core CPUs, but also
co-processors like GPUs [151] or FPGAs [152,153]. Investigating
how these processing technologies could be adopted in the domain
of stream reasoning certainly represents an important research
direction.
Future research also needs to consider how query evaluation
can be combined with the reasoning process. Some traditional
knowledge bases pre-materialize all the (implicit) knowledge that
can be inferred from (explicitly) stored information to speed up
query answering. In streaming systems, the set of deployed queries
can limit the scope of reasoning for extracting only required infor-
mation.
Management of bursts. Strictly connected with on-the-fly process-
ing of data streams produced at high rate is the management of
bursts.
In the area of stream processing, the problem has been studied
primarily by the community working on DSMSs, which developed
several load shedding techniques [154–159]. Load shedding aims
at cutting out parts of the input streams when they saturate the
computational capacity of the system. Existing proposals try to
identifywhich data items have less probability to participate in the
final results, such that removing them has only a marginal impact
on the computation of output.
Another approach for managing bursts is represented by elastic
stream processing [160–162], which dynamically adjust the num-
ber of computational resources adopted based on the current load
of the system. This approach is particularly suitable for deploy-
ments on computational cluster or clouds.6.2.3. Distributed data
Settings that require distributed information management are
common. This incurs additional problems which are well re-
searched in distributed information systems. Data locality is a gen-
eral principle to improve the performance if the computational
resources are placed at different locations. As an example, pro-
cessing of financial information for algorithmic trading often takes
place close to the location when data is generated, to reduce the
overall latency [163]. Data and processing can be clustered to limit
as much as possible expensive inter-node communication.
Operator placement. The problem of how to distribute the compu-
tation is well known in the context of stream processing and of-
ten referred to as the operator placement problem. Solutions for
this problem aim at finding the best allocation of processing tasks
over the computational resources, while possibly taking into ac-
count the characteristics of resources (e.g., computational, mem-
ory, storage or communication capabilities, availability of specific
hardware, etc.) and additional domain specific constraints. Exist-
ing approaches are designed for continuous queries over streams of
data: they break each query into its basic constituent operators and
then decide where to deploy them. This enables for both concur-
rent evaluation of different queries at different nodes, aswell as for
incremental evaluation of a single query over multiple machines.
Incremental evaluation is particularly important since it enables
significant optimizations, like pushing the operators that filter data
as close as possible to the sources of information.
Several solutions have been presented for operator placement,
each one targeting a different scenario (e.g., large scale distributed
systems vs. local area network or clusters) and focusing on differ-
ent goals (e.g., load balancing vs. minimization of delay or band-
width usage) [164–167,35,28,168–174]. In the context of stream
reasoning, these works present one significant limitation that
needs to be addressed in future research: they only focus on
streaming data and do not consider the presence of stored data or
background knowledge.
Beside the problem of operator placement, some previous work
has defined and analyzed communication protocols between pro-
cessing nodes that further optimize the way information is trans-
ferred. In this case, some solutions propose to create temporary
buffers at intermediate nodes and to store information there in-
stead of transmitting it to the final recipients. Information can be
pulled from these buffers onlywhen (and if) it becomes relevant for
processing [175], thus reducing the overall network traffic. Some
solutions push this idea to its limits by storing some information
directly at the sources [176]. These proposals are valuable in the
context of stream reasoning, since they can suggest effective ways
for combining streaming and stored data.
6.3. Stream reasoning in action
The application scenarios for stream reasoning are heteroge-
neous and stress different requirements. For example, certain sce-
narios deal with frequently changing data and target low response
times, but do not demand for expressive reasoning. Others can sac-
rifice the response time and the processing efficiency to increase
the expressiveness of the computation.
This drives to a critical research question. Is it possible to
provide a single solution that is suitable for all applications? If
not, which are the best models, abstractions, and implementation
mechanisms to address specific parts of the problem space?
On the one hand, answering this question demands for a more
precise analysis of the application requirements. Some existing
works have been tested in real or realistic scenarios. However, it
is still not clear if different models for data representation and
processing, or more complex forms of reasoning can provide ad-
ditional benefits to the applications and, if so, to what extent. On
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of research prototypes, and often introduce significant assump-
tions and limitations. For example, most of them have been tested
on relatively small scenarios, often assuming that the knowledge
base can fit into the main memory. Similarly, key techniques for
dynamic data management, like incremental reasoning, have not
been tested on real scenarios. In this context, it becomes difficult to
quantify the impact of eachdesign choice. For instance, it is difficult
to measure how the volume of data impacts on the response time
of the system, or which rate of information update is supported
with a given reasoning model and complexity.
Next to the problem of understanding the best abstractions and
design choices for some specific scenarios, it is critical to assess
and compare concrete systems, to measure their benefits and lim-
itations. Initial work in the area has demonstrated the complexity
of this task, even when considering systems with similar features
[78,77,79]. As recognized in some initial work [76], future research
in this area should target at (i) identifying the critical Key Perfor-
mance Indicators (KPIs) of the systems, (ii) understand which are
the parameters that mostly influence them, and (iii) devise stress
tests for controlling these parameters and tomeasure their impact.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we provided a detailed analysis of stream reason-
ing, a new and vastly unexplored research area. We first looked at
some concrete application scenarios to extract the requirements
for stream reasoning. Then, we analyzed existing proposals in the
area, discussed their properties, and highlighted their advantages
and limitations. Starting from this analysis, we isolated some key
challenges that need to be addressed to offer full fledged tools for
stream reasoning.
We moved from the current state of the stream reasoning to
propose a research agenda to further advance in this field. We be-
lieve that future research should look both at defining the theoret-
ical foundations for stream reasoning and at designing algorithms
and tools for a scalable and efficient processing.
From a theoretical point of view, suitable models for data rep-
resentation and processing are still missing. To satisfy the require-
ments of current dynamic scenarios, time plays a central role in the
definition of suchmodels. Therefore, theymust enable seamless in-
tegration of streaming, background and historical data, define and
identify complex temporal patterns, and reason over information
that changes over time.
From an implementation perspective, there is the need for
strongmethods and tools that support the theoretical abstractions.
The complexity of the problem demands for advanced algorithms
for data processing, efficient communication protocols, and solid
implementations that best exploit available resources.
To conclude, even though stream reasoning is not yet a mature
field of research, this survey illustrates how the research commu-
nity is currently addressing this set of problems with new princi-
ples, algorithms, and solutions to advance the state of the art in this
new and challenging research domain.
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